Chambers FinTech 2021 ranks Arno Voerman, Jesús
Mardomingo and Tracy Molino among top FinTech
lawyers
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Dentons partners Arno Voerman and Jesús Mardomingo and counsel Tracy Molino were ranked among the
world‘s leading FinTech lawyers in the 2021 edition of Chambers FinTech. In addition, Dentons received practice
rankings in eight jurisdictions.
Amsterdam-based Arno Voerman, who joined Dentons in April 2020 to lead the newly created FinTech team in the
Netherlands, has been granted Band 1 ranking. He is the only lawyer in the Netherlands to have earned a top tier
rating. According to Chambers and Partners, “Voerman is widely recognized by peers and clients alike as one of the
foremost experts in the country in the area of FinTech and payments. He is a founding member of Holland FinTech,
and has recently published a textbook on PSD2.”
Jesús Mardomingo, Head of the Banking and Finance and FinTeach teams in Madrid, received a Band 3 ranking.
According to Chambers and Partners, he “is lauded by peers for his prowess in financial regulatory matters, and in
Spain heads Dentons' FinTech team as part of its banking and finance practice. He is an expert on EU regulatory
issues in the financial sector. Mardomingo brings strong cross-border capabilities, and has considerable experience in
assisting banks and financial institutions in strategic joint ventures and in advising on the regulatory framework around
e-payments and cryptocurrencies.”
A counsel in the Banking and Finance group in Toronto, Tracy Molino received a Band 3 ranking. She has extensive
experience with payments law and technology, with a focus on FinTech, PayTech and other innovative technologies
including blockchain. A client interviewed for Chambers FinTech said, "She had general counsel experience that was
very practical and positive for us. She has lived in our shoes and knows we're looking for strategic guidance, not
simply vanilla legal advice. The advice was very thorough, on point and really helpful."
Dentons’ practice rankings improved over the past year, reflecting the Firm’s growing capabilities and reputation in the
area of FinTech. Dentons was ranked in eight jurisdictions, including: Canada (Band 1), Chile (Band 2), Kenya (Band
3), Malaysia (Band 2), Netherlands (Band 2), Russia (Band 2), Spain (Band 3) and the US (Band 5).
Chambers FinTech is a comprehensive guide to the leading Fintech professionals across the world. The ranking is
based on research involving in-depth interviews with innovators and experts worldwide. This year’s edition of the
guide covers 40+ jurisdictions. FinTech 2020 features selected types of professional services, including Legal,
Venture Capital, Consulting and Public Relations.

About Dentons
Dentons is the world's largest law firm, connecting top-tier talent to the world's challenges and opportunities with
20,000 professionals including 12,000 lawyers, in more than 200 locations, in more than 80 countries. Dentons'
polycentric and purpose-driven approach, commitment to inclusion and diversity, and award-winning client service
challenge the status quo to advance client interests. www.dentons.com
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